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Performing Arts

We are learning to use music notation.

● I can draw music notes correctly.

● I can sort rhythms into the correct time signature.

● I can recognise the length of notes and how they relate to each

other.

This week, I have included two information sheets, followed by three

worksheets. Read through the information sheets before you try the

worksheets. You may also like to use the note tree to help you from

last week’s learning pack. A lot of the tasks in this booklet are new to

you, so you may feel more comfortable completing these sheets

during or after our Performing Arts Webex.

If you have any questions or would like me to have a look at your

work, feel free to send me an email:

jazmine.morris@education.vic.gov.au

Optional Webex Session

Friday 9:30am - 10:00am

Room number: 575875539

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/morris.jazmine.m

Have a wonderful week!

Miss Morris
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Information Sheet #1
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Information Sheet #2
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Worksheet #1
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Worksheet #2
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Worksheet #3
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Chinese

1. Warm up: Watch this video on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RL8pS-Ivy6E

Can you guess what these characters mean?

山，雨，月，鸟，鱼，伞

2. Some Chinese characters were created from pictures
of real things, such as the ones below.
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3. Activity - Worksheet: can you guess what these
characters mean according to the pictures? Write the
meanings in the boxes and colour in the pictures.

4. Do you need help? Come and join my live session. I am

looking forward to seeing all of you.

Monday: 9:30 - 10:00 am (Grade 3/4)

Meeting address

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/xu.shufang.s

Meeting number: 877291783

Please contact me if you have any questions

Ella : ella.xu@education.vic.gov.au
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Wellbeing Activities

Mindful Safari

Get outside and move and refresh the mind.

Tip: if you are able to go outside into a garden or onto a veranda and you’re in the

sun, wear a hat and sunscreen while exploring outside!

Go on an exciting Safari adventure to look for animals that jump, fly, crawl. To look for

plants and objects that may be big or small and to listen for different sounds.

1. Slowly breathe in through your nose and count 1, 2, 3 in your head.

2. Hold the breath for 1, 2, 3. 3. Slowly breathe out through your mouth and count 1,

2, 3 in your head.

4. Now, make sure to move slowly and stay quiet and calm so you don’t scare away

the animals.

5. Engage your super-senses of sight, smell, hearing and touch while you walk

around.

6. Focus on something such as a plant, animal or object you can see.

a. What does it look like?

b. Is it small or big?

c. What colour is it?

d. Does it smell? What does it smell like?

e. Can you safely touch it? What does it feel like?

f. Does it move? How does it move?

g. Have you seen this before?

7. Write or draw all the things you find!

Show someone else in your  home all of the things that you have discovered – you

could even write a story about it to read to them later.

Alternative Step 6: Rainbow Walk Instead of focusing on an object, plant or animal,

take a walk, and look for something red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple. Keep

going through the colours, in order, until the end of your walk.
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Glitter Jar

Strong emotions can sometimes be overwhelming, using a glitter jar could be a way

to  find calm when these strong emotions take over.

Tip: make sure an adult helps you with this exercise

Questions to Think About

What sorts of things or events make the glitter and objects (emotions) in the jar

swirl?

Say them out loud as you shake the jar.

• Distressing events • Losing a game • Missing friends • Getting frustrated with a

parent or sibling • Scary stories on the news • Sick family members • Positive events

• Spending time with family • Making a new friend • Getting a good grade • Learning

a new skill • Winning a game

Notice how it is hard to see through the jar with all these events going on. Now,

watch what happens when you keep the jar still. Does the water begin to clear? The

same thing happens in our mind when we stop for a little while and are

mindful…bad or hard feelings start to go away and we can focus on other things that

make us happy or calm.
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Digital Technology
Accessing The Digital Licence Website (Week 10 Term 3)

1. Appreciate the sensitivities around sharing images without permission
2. Understand the need to ask permission when taking pictures of others

Parents and Caregivers should have received an email via Compass with your child’s username and
password to access the Digital Licence Website. The information is contained in the attachment.
Please assist your child in logging on. It is important that all information is typed in lowercase letters.

After each activity, you will complete a quiz. You can attempt the quiz as many times as you like.

The Webex Session on Tuesday morning from 9:30- 10:00 if for students to ask questions and work
and understandings. The website listed in Step 1 provides a video to work through the activity so
students can complete this within their own timeline.

Well done to all the students who have completed the first module on the Digital Licence. Remember
you can have assistance from an adult or other family member.

Step 1: The Digital Technology Site - Golden Square Primary School goes through each
weeks activity. Please check this site prior to starting a Webex Session

https://sites.google.com/education.vic.gov.au/gdraaisma/home

Complete the activity below - Sharing Photos Online PMI

Step 2: This week students will be working through the 4th module “Creating and
Sharing”

Students will access the website with the following details.

If you are having trouble accessing the Digital Licence Website could you send through an
email with the following information. “Could you please provide access to the Digital
Website. Please indicate the student's name in the subject.
graeme.draaisma@education.vic.gov.au I work at GSPS on Monday and Tuesday.
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Sharing Photos Online PMI

List the Pluses , the Minuses and Interesting points about sharing photos online?
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